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U.S. Hard Times Tokens - The Copper Corner Coins & Paper Money Exonumia Tokens: Hard Times eBay 6 Sep 2015. Hard Times Tokens have always fascinated me for their political messages and because they were also a form of necessity money – these Tales from the Vault: Hard Times Tokens Hard-times tokens are large cent-sized copper tokens, struck from about 1833 through 1843, serving as unofficial currency. These privately made pieces, comprising merchant, political and satirical pieces, were used during a time of political and financial crisis in the United States. HNAI Long Beach Hard Times Tokens Auction Catalog - Google Books Result The early tokens from this period often fall into the category of political or satirical issues, usually featuring commentaries on Andrew Jackson, Martin Van Buren, William Seward, or Daniel Webster. Hard Times Tokens eBay A Guide Book of Hard Times Tokens: American Political Tokens of the 1830s and 1840s [Q. David Bowers] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping. Hard Times Token - Coins - About.com A hard times token is a token that was minted by private mints in the United States from about 1833 to about 1844. Most of them were made out of copper and Hard Times Tokens - Steve Hayden Civil War Tokens Hard Times Tokens. by Charles Calkins. From 1837 to about 1844, the United States experienced an economic depression, beginning with what is now known Whitman will release another Q. David Bowers book - Coin World View Hard Times Tokens Rulau coin prices, including values for different grades, history of price changes and more in the NGC US Coin Price Guide. Hard Times Tokens - Mansfield Numismatic Society Order Hard Times Tokens at APMEX or call (800) 375-9006. Shop our large selection of Precious Metals products available 24/7 online. Private individuals started to issue copper coinage with political and commerce themes which are today known as Hard Times Tokens. They are avidly collected Tokens and Medals - MS Hard Times Tokens - Rulau Pop Report. Private Tokens Hard Times Tokens (1832 - 1844) Coin Value Guide The immediate result was the tightening of money, and the failure of many banks and businesses. These were known as the hard times and many tokens, Hard Times Tokens - Coins and Currency Visit eBay for great deals in Coins & Paper Money Exonumia Tokens: Hard Times. Shop eBay! Presentation on Hard Times Tokens Part 1 - Augusta Coin Club Enjoy these fascinating satirical tokens and storecards from the Andrew Jackson. Rulau Standard Catalog of Hard Times Tokens, 2001, Krause Publications. IMAGES OF HARD TIMES TOKENS Lot 8578 » Tokens & Medals » Hard Times Tokens. 1837 Half Cent Token MS61 Brown ANACS. Low-49, HT-73. Lot # 8578; Service ANACS; Grade MS61 Hard times token - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Hard Times Tokens (1828-1848) - Coins for sale on Collectors Corner, The Collectibles Marketplace, where you can buy safely from the world s Coins. Heritage Auctions Search, Hard Times Tokens [51 790 231 445] Hard Times Tokens Part 1: American Political Tokens 1832 to 1844. Hardcover. Hard Times tokens were so named because a majority of them were issued in the US during the Hard Times Tokens (1828-1848) - PCGS Population Report The Alan S. Fisher Hard Times Token Collection is one of the largest, and most comprehensive collections ever assembled, featuring a large number of both Alan S. Fisher Hard Times Token Collection Hard Times tokens, as they are called, are mostly the size of a contemporary large copper cent. Privately minted from 1832 to 1844, they display diverse motifs New listing 1837 HARD TIMES TOKEN NOT ONE CENT MOTTO COPPER COIN L31, HT46. 1837 Hard Times Token - Millions For Defence, Not One Cent For Tribute. HT-293 1837 Merchants Exchange Wall ST NY Hard Times Token Not One Cent #1. Hard Times Tokens (1828-1848) - Coins for sale on Collectors Corner Hard Times tokens are privately issued mostly copper large cent sized tokens that were produced from 1833 to 1844. To me this was a fascinating period of US ?Hard Times Tokens View Precious Metals Prices APMEX Home. Last new tokens added: July 15, 2014 Last updated for sold items: October 15, 2015. CONTACT INFORMATION: Steve Hayden PO Box 22514 Hard times token - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 11 Dec 2014. Whitman Publishing has announced details of its release of A Guide Book of Hard Times Tokens, by Q. David Bowers. Hard Times Tokens - DC-Coin.com The Hard Times Tokens (1828-1848) Population Report. Hard Times Tokens - The Token and Medal Society Hard Times Tokens Rulau Prices and Values NGC Results 1 - 20 of 48. Hard Times Tokens were first issued around 1837 in response to economic turmoil and to protest the actions of bankers and the Hard Times tokens - CoinSite 563 items. View the NGC US coin census for Hard Times Tokens Rulau summary grades. HARD TIMES TOKENS INVENTORY - The Reeded Edge Inc. 6 Feb 2012 - 2 min - Uploaded by BlueRidgeSilverhoundDon t know why I decided to purchase something like this, it s a nice find for its age. Hard A Guide Book of Hard Times Tokens: American Political and. Hard Times Tokens. Issued during the economically difficult period of 1832 - 1844, these pieces carried a satirical or political theme and circulated as large cents. Flea Market Treasure: 1837 Hard Times Tokens Early Illustrious. ?Home Exonumia Hard Times Tokens. HOME Sell Your Coins Everything Else. REEDED EDGE INVENTORY OF HARD TIMES TOKENS. Page 1 of 1 Collectible Hard Times Tokens - Collector Information Collectors. Coin Value: Token: US Hard Times 1833 to 1843 “Hard Times” tokens. Ken K. writes: I would like information on a coin/token dated 1837. One side of coin has a picture of a running donkey/horse. With the